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if the upper house frequently   exercises   its restraining
influence, it defeats the chief purpose for which the lower
house is created, viz. to give the people as a whole the
decisive voice in  the work  of legislation.   What use is
there in creating a popular  house when its decisions are
upset by another less  popular  or   representing   persons
different from the people at large ?   And in the latter case
the  bicameralists   presume  that all  talent,  wisdom,  and
cautiousness are solely vested in the upper house as if the
members of the lower house are devoid of these qualities.
But what is the verdict of experience, the oracle of wisdom ?
It tells quite a different tale.    In all civilised countries with
the exception of U.S.A. the lower house is more powerful than
the Upper house.   The former, almost without exception,
attracts to itself the best brains of the nation.   It holds the
strings of the nation's purse in its hands; it mirrors the real
will of the people and approaches the ideal of democracy
much more than the upper house. Examples are wanting to
demonstrate that if the lower house has been allowed to
legislate  unchecked by  the upper house grave national
wrongs have been done or catrastrophes precipitated.
Let us  dispassionately examine the  necessity for an
upper house.    If it is also a purely elected popular chamber
returned by the same voters as the lower house, as is the
case in the Australian Commonwealth, it is an unnecessary
duplication of the same machinery.   But if it is elected on
a narrow franchise it runs counter to the true spirit of
democratic institutions.   If it is a nominated body, the
device only puts greater legislative power in the hands
of the nominating body.   If it is an hereditary institution,
it incorrectly assumes that legislative talent is something
which can be inherited or bequathed.   And if it is composed
of representatives of professions it is impossible to apportion
the membership between one profession and another by
adjudging their relative importance.

